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INCORPORATING IRISH H&V NEWS

AT LAST! - ACCURATE
MARKET INFORMATION
The Building Services Research and Information
Association has launched a
£500,000 project to research
the building services market
throughout the EC. The work
is being carried out by bodies
in each of the 11 major EC
countries who. like BSRIA, are
rofessional market research
companies who specialise in
building
services.
The
complete report will be over
2.500 pages and will be
published at 18 separate
reports.
Purchasers of the report can
buy into one product group or
more. All purchasers though
receive the 11 "In Depth
Country Appraisal" reports and
the EC Codes and Standards
report.
The Country Appraisal
reports - including the Irish
one - are an in-depth appraisal
of each country covering the
geographic. social and economic
features of the country and
their effect on the building
services industry. These 11

reports will probably be
published as several volumes
and the total length will be at
least 300 pages long.
The EC Codes and Standards
report covers the emerging EC
structure of standards. codes
and legislation and its effect on
building services in individual
countries.
Each of the Market Information reports cover one of the
six product groups which are:
Domestic heating; Commercial
and
industrial
heating;
Controls;
Plumbing;
Air
Conditioning; and Ventilation.
As the Country Appraisal and
EC Codes and Standards
reports are included. the cost of
buying into the study is
IR£I.800 (which covers one
product group); for two product
groups the cost is IR£2,400; or
IR£3.200 for all six product
groups. As discussed above. the
cost of buying into the study
actually includes 13 reports.
The complete report will be
published in April. 1990 and the
prict:s shown above will rise by
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a third on that date. It will
include numerous tables and
figures. all with detailed
information gathered from indepth interviewing of the key
suppliers in each EC country.
The Study covers the
following Product Areas:
(1)
Domestic
Central
Heating - Boilers, radiators

and heat emitters. pumps
(central heating). stoves. space
heaters. other products;
(2)
Commercial
and
Industrial Heating - Boilers.

radiators and heat emitters.
warm air units. radiant heaters.
other products;
(3)
Controls Boiler /
burner controls. valves and
operators. system controls.
stats and SWitches. energy
management systems. other
products;
(4)
Plumbing Water
healing.
showers.
taps.
sanitaryware. pipes and fittings;
Air Conditioning Packaged air conditioning units
(5)

and heat pumps. air handling
units. chillers, terminal units.
heat recovery systems. heat
transfer
equipment.
air
distribution products (ducting.
dampers. air filters. grilles and
diffusers);
(6)
Ventilation - Fans.

Radiant and warm air gas fired
heating specialists. Brian
Mulhare Associates Ltd have
appointed
Maurice
Byrne
Technical Sales Executive to their
Dublin office.
He joins the company haVing
worked extensively in the natural
gas sector for Bord Gals Eireann
as a Technical Sales Engineer.
Maurice has also spent a number
of years in the mechanical
services and heating Industry.

ventilation units. air distribution products. other products.
If you would like to receive the
outline proposal which gives a
full list of the products covered
and more details about each of
the reports. contact NRG
Management Consultancy at 15
Maypark. Malahide Road.
Dublin 5. Telephone: 01316679.

WE HAVE MOVED
Due to major renovations adjacent to our former
premises, BUILDING SERVICE NEWS was forced to
vacate same as a matter of urgency.
Our apologies for the difficulty in contacting us for the
period throughout which our telephone lines were
down. Normal service has now been resumed, the same
telephone numbers having been retained. Our new
address is:

Irish Building Service News,
Pressline Ltd.,
Walnut Lodge,
Carysfort Avenue,
Blackrock,
Co. Dublin.
This month we begin a new series of BSNews Services Profiles. Page 1 7

features the UCD School of Engineering. Be!field. Dublin.
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SEASON CONTROL LTD
VENTILATION MEGA STORE
WE
HAVE MOVED
51/52 Cork Street.
Phone: 532688(7 lines) Fax:537290
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AIR HANDLING
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FIRE
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Get it all under one roof! !

lIB

ENVIROMENTAL CONTROL SPECIALISTS, MANUFACTURERS OF PVC FLEXIBLE DUCTlNG.
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WE HAVE MOVED
Our new address is:
BUilding Services News
Pressline Ltd
Walnut Lodge
Carysfort Avenue
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
Our telephone numbers and fax remain unchanged at:
01-831596/833179; 01-832980 respectively.
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READERSHIP DATA

Irish Buidling Services News (formerly Irish H&V News) is
Ireland's only Building Services magazine providing coverage of

the heating. ventilating. air conditioning. refrigeration.
sanitaryware. plumbing. maintenance and environmental
industries. It is the only publication catering exclusively for
these industries and its circulation includes members of the
follOwing:
The Institute of Consulting Engineers: The Chartered Institution
of Building Services Engineers; The Institute of Domestic
Heating Engineers; The Energy Managers' Association; The
Institute of Energy; The Institute of Plumbing; The Energy
Conservation & District Heating Association; The Mechanical
Engineering & Building Services Contracting Association; The
Irish Builders' Providers Association; The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland; Small Housebuiders'
Association; Maintenance Managers' Association.
'
In addition. Irish Building Services News circulates to
independent building services contractors and key executives in
industry. Government. Semi-State and local authority bodies.
Essentially. our circulation is virtually saturation coverage of all
those with an interest and/or involvement in the indUStry.
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BTA
esmond
O'Malley TD,
Minister for
Industry and
Commerce
recently launched
an
advanced,
Irish-designed
building energy
management
system which is
claimed to be
simple to install,
use and maintain.

D

BTA's
(See
BSNews
September 1989) Energy
Control Units control heating.
lighting and power in individual
rooms or building zones. They
provide an exceptional degree of
local flexibility and use electric
mains-borne signals to reduce
cabling and save installation
time and cost.
Carefully-monitored studies
have shown that the controllers
are capable of reducing the
operating time of conventional
heating systems by up to 60%
in many circumstances.
Each controller has its own
computer to respond to local
conditions - and to take
account of weather forecasts.
for instance. When the room is
unoccupied. the system will cut
off lights and allow the room
temperature to drop to a
standby level.
The system calculates when
best to start or stop individual
heating devices (allowing for
heat stored in the building). and
it's capable of automatically
interrupting selected electrical
loads to control maximum
electricity demand. The units
gather information on local
occupancy and temperature and
receive various commands from
a central personal computer.
The new system can match the
needs of any size building. large
or small. and is suitable for new
and 'retrofit' installations.
The product had its roots in
an EC Energy Demonstration
project in TCD in which
Erictron Ltd also participated. It
uses a chip developed by Intel.

Cutting Energy Costs
l

I

Above: Desmond O·Malley. ID. Minister jor Energy & Commerce. at the
o.fJkiallaunch ojBTA's Energy Control Units.

and marketing of computerised
building main-tenance and
energy manage-ment systems
and
has pioneered the
installation of ground-water
source heat
pumps as
enVironmentally-benign heating
systems.
BTA prOVides high-tech
services to the public and
private sectors. It offers full
training and support for all
systems supplied. Its systems

Below: BTA Directors Robin Simpson. Tim Cooper and Owen Lewis.

The Company
BUilding Technology Applications Ltd is an Irish campus
company with participation
from both TCD and UCD. It
specialises in the development

are being used to assist with the
management and control of
maintenance and energy
consumption in organisations
such as Tralee General
Hospital. the Blackrock Clinic.
Beaumont Hospital. London and
Edinburgh Universities and
National Irish Bank.
Owen Lewis. one of three
Directors of BTA. told the
gathering: "On behalf of the
directors and staff of Building

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol28/iss7/1
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Technology Applications Ltd I
welcome you all to today's
launching of a new and rather
clever building management
system.
"We particularly welcome
representatives of the two
colleges with which BTA has a
special relationship. the Provost
and Bursar of TCD and the
Registrar of UCD. We are
delighted to have with us
representatives of the CEC
which played an important role
in the birth of the system: and
of the IDA and CTT who have
been very supportive of BTA
"I note the presence of some
of our earliest clients in the
health and education sectors.
who were courageous at the
time in placing their confidenc
in a fledgling Irish company.
are glad to be able to see their
decision vindicated as BTA's
RAM range of products takes on
the role of market leader in
building
and
facilities
maintenance management
software.
"As well as demonstrations of
these software products today.
you can learn something of the
groundwater-source heat pump
which contributes to the heating
of the bUilding in which we
stand - another area of BTA
expertise.
"But today our focus is on a
new product. an advanced yet
low-cost and strikingly costeffective energy management
system - the Energy Control
Units. This is a commercial
product which has emerged
from
a
CED
energy
demonstration project in TCD in
which Erictron Lid were alscA
contractors to the college. ana-"
with much dedicated effort by
the hardworking BTA staff.
"I'd like here to pay tribute to
the
highly-skilled
and
experienced but young team of
professionals which has brought
about the new product. More
broadly. this process in which
UCD and TCD cooperate
through a campus company to
commercialise systems with the
support of European and
national agencies which will
help make better use of
resources. reduce waste and
promote environmentally-benign
energies may. I hope. be of some
wider interest.
"It is an honour to welcome
the Minister for Industry and
Commerce. Desmond O'Malley
TD, and to invite him to operate
the demonstration rig and thus
launch the new energy
management system".
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Fire Protection and
Ozone Depletion
A new 15-minute audio
cassette from BSRlA outlines
the stringent restrictions on
halon now being introduced
around the world in order to
reduce the destruction of the
ozone layer.
The tape considers the
implications for fire protection
(especially in the UK) and
includes
the
latest
recommendations from the
Loss Prevention Council for
consulting engineers and

others involved with the
specification. installation and
testing of fIre systems.
Copies of the cassette "Halon
Fire Protection - Beyond the
Mon treal
Protocol"
are
available. price STC. £3.50
(remittance with order) from:
Publications Sales, The
Building Services Research
and Information Association,
Old Bracknell Lane West,
Bracknell. Berkshire. RC 12
4AH. Tel: 0344426511.

Peter Hamilton. Chairman Carrier Distribution with Brian Streatfield.
Carrier Managing Director, accepting a giftJrom Michael Buckley. Walkers.
to mark 25 Years association with Walker Air Conditioning.

Mitsubishi CAD Package
Mitsubishi Electric's new
"Melshort" software package
for M & E designers and plant
managers will calculate fault
vels throughout electrical
istribution systems and
select circuit breakers by
model and frame size.
The package runs on IBM PCcompatible machines and has
been developed by Mitsubishi
Electric to au.e;ment its Secure

range of "intelligent" circuit
protection equipment.
Comprehensive, yet very
simple to use. Melshort will
prove of particular value to
engineers designing totally
integrated protection for
modern automated plants and
buildings. It models a
complete system from main
incoming breaker through
sub-distribution and down to
final distribution circuits.

Peter Hamilton. Chairman Carrier Distribution presenting [sobel Anderson
with a beutiful cut glass piece to mark 25 years association wlth Walkers.

MANOTHERM LTD.
Stocks our complete line of controls for refrigeration,
air conditioning, heating and ventilation.

•

•

!

- ••

Manotherm Ltd., 4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12, Ireland, Phones: 522365 . 522018 ·522229, Telex 93388, FAX 516919.
10Dublin,
Knockbracken
Published by ARROW@TU
1989 Park, Belfast BTe OHL, Nothern Ireland, Phone: 645966.
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Craftsmen Shortage
Looming?
Irish Builders may be forced to
recruit EC craft workers
unless the Government steps
up its apprenticeship training
programme. Richard Treacy,
President of the Construction
Industry Federation, warned
at the CIF Annual Dinner in
Wexford earlier this month.
As a result of the current
recovery, the industry needs a
major increase in the numbers
of apprentices. The current
shortfall has resulted from the
recent recession when many
skilled tradespeople were
forced to emigrate. Also,
because of the uncertainty
surrounding the industry.
builders are slow to employ
apprentices. who will spend
their first year training off the
job.
Furthermore. because of the
mobility of labour between the
Irish and UK markets,
employers find that their own
investment in training may be
to the benefit of their
competitors.
"Failure by our Government.
through FAS, to prepare and
implement an adequate
training for the indUStry could
have a serious result for Irish
youth coming into the
industry.
The
job
opportunities being created by
the industry will be lost to

Walker
Appointment
A new external sales engineer
has been appointed by Walker
Air Conditioning in its Dublin
office.

skilled workers from other EC
states because our people will
not be trained to the
standards reqUired". Mr.
Treacy warned.
Pointing out that the current
upturn in the industry can be
viewed as an initial step
towards recovery. he said that
the Government should realise
that the construction sector
can produce jobs instantly
and can play a major role in
job creation.
However. he warned that the
taxation environment also
needs to be improved to
enable the industry to
compete with black economy
operators which are costing
the industry substantial
funds.
With a 10% VAT rate on
construction work adding as
much as £4.000 to a new
£40.000 home. Mr. Treacy
said: "It is sad to think that a
young couple trying to put a
roof over their heads or a
home owner trying to maintain
a home in good repair is
actually being taxed for doing
so."
Mr. Treacy also called for the
restoration of mortgage
interest relief to the full
amount to alleviate the effects
of the recent rise in interest
rates.
Twenty-one year old Philip
McEvitt joins Walker from HA
O'Neil Ltd. As a project
engineer, he previously worked
on some of Ireland's largest
projects including the St.
Stephen's Green shopping
centre and St. James's
Hospital in Dublin,

Pakaway Gas-Fired
Unit Heaters
Euro Gas Lld have now been
sole agents in Ireland for
Pakaway Perrymatics for the
past 12 months. During that
time the company has supplied
a large range of Pakaway
eqUipment to the industry.
Pakaway
have
been
manufacturing air heating
equipment for the past 25
years, Their range includes the
cabinet heater for vertical or
horizontal installation, with
outputs from 29kw to 294kw.
operating on oil or gas for single
or three-phase electrical supply,

Gypsum Opencast Mining

They
also
include
the
competitive gas-fired unit heater
for operation on Nat or LPG gas,
with outputs for 14kw to Il2kw
on axial fan, belt-driven
centrifugal,
direct-driven
centrifugal and the room-sealed
balanced Flue Heater.
Following the disappearance of
another major brand from the
marketplace. the mechanical
contractor has had little option
when purchaSing gas-fired unit
heaters. Euro Gas can now
offer. ex-stock. Pakaway units.
"There is a 2-year guarantee on all
parts.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol28/iss7/1
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The first opencast gypsum
mining development in the
country was officially opened
on 19 October by John
Wilson. TD. Minister for the
Marine. The development
represents a £12 million
investment by Gypsum
Industries plc.
Situated in Monaghan at
Knocknacran. just over seven
miles
north
east
of
Kingscourt. Co Cavan, the
quarry is the only native
source of gypsum for use in
the manufacture of plaster
and plasterboard and the
Irish cement industry.
Gypsum Industries employs
approximately 350 people and
has been mining gypsum in
the Cavan/Monaghan area for
over 50 years. In the 1970's
recoverable reserves were
deteriorating in its Drumgl1l
and Drumgoosat mines but a
gypsum strata was located
close to the surface near the
Drumgoosat mine in an area
known as Knocknacran.
The Knonknacran Quarry is

situated on a 200-acre site,
Development commenced in
1987 and was completed last
month, It was financed totally
from company reserves, The
new opencast quarry has a
number of major benefits.
There is 100% recovery of
available mineral plus lower
energy and manpower costs,
The
quarry
poses
no
environmental hazards, It has
modern efn uen t disposal
facilities and landscaped
baffle bands, Monitoring
stations, equipped with sophisticated instrumentation are
located on the perimeter of the
site to monitor vibration,
noise and dust levels.
In the year to 1st April 1989
Gypsum Industries had a
turnover of £32.8m with a
pre-tax profit of £7.4m.,
exlusive of mine closure costs.
While export demand is not
expected to be as strong this
year. the company is more
optimistic about the Irish
market as building and
construction activities are no
longer in decline.

Beeston Appoints Eurogas
Beeston Heating. the Derbybased
industrial
and
commercial heating speCialists
have appointed Eurogas Ltd
as sole agent in the Republic
of Ireland.

appointment of Eurogas as
agent in the Republic of
Ireland for all our products
from the Berkeley to the
Broxley with the outputs from
26kW to 875kW".

Boilers
covering
most
applications for commercial
and industrial heating will be
available. along with the
Beeston
range
of HR
calorifiers.

Registered
quality
to
IS09002/BS5750, all boilers
are manufactured at the
company's Derby factory.
Since a management buy-out
in 1987. the company has
undergone
a
rigorous
development
programme
culminating in the launch of
several new products.

Commercial director Mel
Stewardson said: "We are
pleased to announce the
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Flogas to Acquire Ergas
DCC Corporate Finance Ltd has
announced on behalf of Flogas
plc ("Flogas") that Flogas has
entered into conditional
agreements to acquire the entire
issued share capitals of Ergas
Ltd and Ergas (NI) Ltd (together
referred to as "Ergas"). The
Ergas companies are currently
members
of the
Royal
Dutch/Shell Group ("Shell").
The statement added that a 2
for 9 rights issue to raise
1R£10.6 million net of expenses
was intended. The rights issue
has been underwritten by DCC
Corporate Finance Ltd.
Ergas, which is in the same
business as Flogas. was
founded in 1971 and operates
oth in the Republic of Ireland
and in Northern Ireland. Ergas
Ltd has announced that it has
commenced a rationalisation
programme.
Completion of the acquisition is
subject to certain preconditions. including the receipt
of the relevant governmental
and regulatory consents.

The purchase consideration will
be related to the tangible net
worth of Ergas as stated in the
audited accounts for the six
months to June 1989 and is
expected to amount to
approximately 1R£12.7 million.
inclusive of the repayment of
inter-company borrowing of
approximately 1R£5.5 million
which are owed by Ergas to
Shell companies. In addition, a
Shell company will be granted
an option to subscribe for
770.000 Ordinary Shares in
Flogas, at a price of 1R£2.60 per
share, exercisable at any time
dUring the period of five years
from the date of completion.
In the year ended 31 st
December 1988 Ergas earned
profits before tax of IR£1.2
million on sales of 1R£12.3
million. The Board anticipates
that the fair value of the net
assets of Ergas at 30th June
1989
will
amount
to
approximately IR£9.2 million
before deduction of intercompany borrowings which are
to be repaid.

Louth Golfers
First-Time Winners

For the first time since its inauguration in 1984, Louth County
Council Golfers have won the Leinster Local Authorities
Challenge Cup. In the finals held at Knockanally C:0lf Cl~b, C~.
Kildare recently Louth beat Wicklow County Council 4-3 In their
semi-final game and then went on to win 4 1 /2 - 1 1 /2 against
Dublin County Council. The competition is sponsored by Wavin
and involves all of the local authorities in Leinster. In their semifinal game Dublin County Council beat last year's winner Meath
County Council 4-3.
. '
Picture shows Larry Carr, Marketing & Sales Director. Wavm
Ireland with Otto Mengeberg. Wavin Holland; Des Byrne.
Managing Director. Wavin Ireland; Aubrey Halley, Captain,
Louth County Council; W. Guerin, Wavin Holland; and Tom
Coleman. Production Director. Wavin Ireland.

Who's fIrst in-line when it comes to brand leaders?

o eI?
se. I
I Wh

Vision. determination and innovation has led to the
df'Velopment of the u.K. s largest range of 'in-line' duct fans
- Powerline.
This brand leader boasts 70 models which include both
single and twill fan versions. all CA.M.£. (Certification of Air Moving.
Equipment) Scheme Certified ro give an absolllfe guaranteed aerodynamtc
performance.
At the heart of Powerline is the unique Ziehl-A begg external rotor motor with
Hot Spot motor protection as standard and the option of roral S]Leed control.
Roof Units provide the best fan range with the best powered units in the

world and back it up with the best service and delivery and this
is offered through a nationwide network of distributors and
overseas agents.
As.you would expect, Roof Units hold registration of
8S750 Part I, quality assurance scheme and are committed to investmenr in a
product df'Velopmenr .:,.=. _~§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§

programme to

~~

make available the
very best in fan
technolgy.

ROOF UNITS GROUP
A

HEMIE ..

Of

THE

A'I\

MOVEMENT

GROUP

AVAILABLE VIA BELFAST & DUBLIN DISTRIBUTORS ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO. LIMITED (0232) 53329 DAN CHAMBERS LIMITED 01- 720448
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Walker Trains
Dunnes
Dunnes Stores, has called on
Walker Air Conditioning to
provide
service
and
maintenance training for Its
own plant engineers. In .recent
years. Walker has supplIed aJr
conditioning for 13 new
outlets as the department
store chain has expanded
rapidly
throughout
the
country and into the UK.

Recently training course was
staged by Wafker for .14
Dunnes
Stores
service
personnel, covering all aspects
of day-to-day running and
troubleshooting. "The course
was a great success:. said
Kieran Butler, Walker's Service
Manager,
"The training
enables Dunnes; own people
to look after everyday
maintenance at their chain of
shops, but they will continue
to call on us for major
servicing work".

Shires new Cresta Basin

UQuantum" Leap for
Heatmerchants
Quantum Products Ltd, one of
the UK's fastest-growing
shower
manufacturing
companies, has appointed
Heatmerchants of Kilkenny as
their exclusive distributor for
the Republic of Ireland. With
seven branches throughout
the country, Heatmerchants
will distribute the entire
Quantum range, including
showers, power showers,
shower curtains, rails and

accessories nationwide.
Robert JOhnson, Quantum's
Managing Director, stated: "As
a new company this it our first
major export account. We are
very pleased to be doing
business with such a goahead company as Heatmerchants. Their coverage and
the service that they give their
customers, combined with
Quantum's product range has
to be a winning formula.

Shires Enter Kitchen
Sink Market

Shires introduces CRESTA - a heavy duty. wall mounted Washbasin,
which measures 510 x 405mm. The CRESTA is mounted on a stro~g
screw to wall bracket and is most suited to installing In schools. public
buildings and similar ouUets.

Squaring up to
heating costs
Fighllng wilh Fuel Bills can
seem like a David versus Goltath clash.
on lhe face of il. a bit one sided.
The solution however IS only a
sllng-,hol away.
TRlSTAT. a brand ne" healing
conrrol IS designed to cuI even gIanr
bills down 10 SIze.
Infrared occupancy detection
Ingeniously coupled to a Ihree
temperalure. t"o lime period conrrol.
ensures thal rooms are heated only as
reqUired. yet sees to it thal those
vulnerable 'bus and pieces' are never
left oul In Ihe cold.
Easily installed. TRISTAT is
childsplay to set up but clever
enough to manage any fuel. paying for
itself lime and again in reduced bills.
nOl to menrlon peace of mind.
ow lhere'~ no excuse for not

looking healing costs square In the
eye .. "How are Ihe mIghty fallen:'

-=:=::=\~

TRISTAT
ftlt· Alllltlllllllln
Gr,trHII''''dlrl'
SldllOIl no,HI

COl Io..I'''lHltJlh LA 1\ gP/

COCk .. "llfltlltl 109001 HII?40
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Shires
have
recently
announced the start of their
new
venture
the
manufacture of a range of
kitchen sinks and related
products with the offiCial of a
high-tech,
Asterite
manufacturing plant at their
Carron Works in Falkirk,
Scotland. The purpose-built
facility, an extension to the
existing factory, is considered
to be the most modern of its
kind in Europe.
Shires announced their
intention to enter the kitchen
sink market earlier this year
having successfully completed
negotiations With the Swedish
manufacturers, Gustavsberg
VVS AB. The agreement
involved the transfer of

Gustavberg's Asterite sink
manufacturing plant to th
Carron Works.
Brendan Whooley, Managing
Director of Shires Ireland Ltd,
commenting on the opening of
the new extension said:
"Shires have achieved a great
deal at the Carron Plant over
the past three years with the
installation of new tooling,
additional press automation
and
a
new
robOtised
enamelling plant into the steel
bath and shower tray
manufactUring area. The new
venture will add greatly to the
present Shires range and
create a more comprehensive
package to the domestic
hOUSing market"

Season Control
Complete Move
With sales doubling each year
on the previous year's figures
since its formation, Season
Control Ltd has always been
under pressure for space.
Consequently, new premises
were sought over the last six
months, the culmination of
this effort being the move this
month to an 18,000 s. et
building at 51/52 Cork Street,
Dublin 8.
New telephone number is: 01532688 with a 7-line hunting
capacity. Fax number is: 01537290.
Season
Con trol's
core
business is the supply of
heating, ventilating, air
conditioning and filtration
products. The facilities
afforded by the move have
resulted in a vastly-increased
product offering.

Addi tionally, the assembly /
manufacture carried out by
Season Control has been
developed into a fully fledged
production operation with six
new personnel being employed
speCifically for this purpose.
Taken
together,
these
developments auger well for
Season Control's future and
indicate their confidence in
the marketplace they serve.
"Moreover", says spokesman
John Grainger, "it is a
commitment on our part to
the large customer base which
has supported us since the
company was formed. We can
now offer them - and of
course new customers - an
unrivalled service".
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NEWS
Presentation

Maintenance
Management
BSRIA's Maintenance Centre
has just completed a major 5year project looking at a
variety of areas within
Maintenance Management.
Each part of this 4-phase
project has produced concise
written gUidance specifically
for bUilding engineering
services.
The
latest
publication from the final part
of the project is entitled:
Prices at STG£30 a copy
(STG£10 for BSRIA members)
it is aVailable now.
The document is in four
distinct sections dealing

separately with contracts.
specifications. tenders and
tendering. with the final
section
dealing
with
monitoring and control of the
contract. Two useful appendices contain information on
statutory requirements for
maintenance. the titles of
some pertinent on statutory
requirements for maintenance. the titles of some
pertinent standards. guidance
and other literature with the
emphasis on safety and the
addresses of organisations
from
whom
relevant
information may be obtained.

Ray Clinton. MCIBSE. Committee Member Republic of Ireland
Branch. being presented with the National Diploma in Business
Studies (Business Strategy) from Ed Delaney. Irish Management
Institute. The National Diploma is jointly managed by IMI/IDA.

FOR SALE
INDUSTRIAL TYPE BOILER DSV
OIL FIRED
PERFECT CONDITION.
STEAM OUTPUT 410 LBS./HR.
HOT WATER 400,000 B.T.U.
FULLY AUTOMATIC SWITCH CONTROLS
3 PHASE ELECTRICS
FLUE PIPES, WATER TANK, ETC.
ADAPTABLE TO MANY USES
PRICE NEGOTIABLE

ENOUIRIES AND FOR
APPOINTMENT TO VIEW
PHONE: (01) 589580 OR
FAX- (01) 588060 A.
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NEWS
Call for Environmental
Authority
A broadly-based Environmental Authority was called
for recently by Tom Reynolds.
Managing Director. Construction Industry Federation.
A new authority would help
resolve
environmental
problems which can arise
because of conflicting interests
between local authorities.
fisheries boards. employment
creation agencies etc .. Mr.
Reynolds said.
He was speaking at a
European gathering in Rome
and Said: "At present. Irish
ci tizens do not have an
organisation at national level

which they can approach on
environmental concerns. Such
an authority is needed which
would also supplement the
existing structures and
provide research".
Calling on the construction
industry to play a more
recognisable part in protecting
the environment. Mr Reynolds
asked
the
European
Construction
Industry
Federation (FIEC) to pool its
expertise. invest in research
and provide incentives for
member firms to develop
projects which enhance the
environment.

Energy Environment
Phone Service
An Energy/Environment
Telephone Information Service
was launched earlier this
month by EOLAS - The Irish
Science and Technology
Agency. Sponsored by the
Department of Energy. the
service
is
aimed
at
heightening awar ness of the
energy and environmental
choices which are available to
the public.
Callers who ring (01) 376666
or (01) 375107 can obtain free
advice on domestic heating
costs and on the options
which are available to help
people manage their energy
requirements so as to have as
little
impact
on
the
environment as possible.
Six information sheets
describe the causes of smog.
acid rain. the greenhouse
effect. problems with ozone.

and pollution from domestic
fuels or heating systems.
Practical suggestion are
outlined as to how we can all
help reduce these problems.
A further series of 12 sheets
deal with energy conservation.
These advise on such areas as
house. attic or cavity wall
insulation. weather stripping
of doors and windows. the
selection of fuels. heating
costs - even how to drive and
maintain your car so as to
reduce motoring costs and
fuel comsumption.
Advice is also given on
preparing for winter. what to
do if your heating system 0
oil supply freezes. with a
checklist of precautions to
take if you must leave your
house unattended over a
period during the winter
months.

Docklands Flagship
Orders Carrier
The first major hvac order for
the
IR£250
million
transformation of Dublin's
Custom House Docks has
gone
to
Walker
Air
Conditioning. The company is
to supply two air-cooled
chillers for Allied Irish Bank's
landmark bUilding fronting
the Liffeyside scheme.

ISH - "Man needs Water,
Heat and Air!l
The Advisory Council of the
ISH
Trade Fair for
Sanitation. Heating and Air
Conditioning - has decided
that activities at the next
event in 1991 will concentrate
on the field of venWation and
air conditioning.
Hence. in agreement with the
sponsors of the ISH and the
organisers. Messe Franfurt
GmbH. the Advisory Council is
taking appropriate account of
the increased significance of
air-treatment technology for
the private and business
spheres.
On average. people spend over

two thirds of their life in
inhabitated buildings. The ISH
is a forum for the presentation
of installations and eqUipment
for improving the air in such
premises. In this way. the
organisers are continuing to
put the motto of the ISH "Man needs water. heat and
air" into practice.
In this connection. the
sponsors. exhibitors and
organisers are fully conscious
that the quantitative and
qualitative supply of air is a
major component of innovative
house technology for a
humane environment.
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The two 30GF 195 Ootronic
chillers will each extract 716
kw from 32.2 L/s of water at
a 25'C ambient. supplying
chilled water at 5·C. Each
machine incorporates seven of
Carrier's semi-hermetic 06E
compressors
with
12
condenser fans. The chiller
plant will be married to four
air handling units with a duty

of around 17m3/sec each
serving more than 350 VAV
boxes in the 100.000 sq et
building.
Carrier's flotronic chillers are
deSigned
to raise the
operating efficiency of any
building. reducing energy
costs. Microprocessor controls
and a revolutionary Flotron
expansion valve combine to
prOVide a greater than 28%
part
load
efficiency
improvement compared with
conventional chillers. The
developer. The Custom House
Docks Development Company
Ltd. is a consortium of
Hardwicke Ltd. Mclnerney
Properties plc and The British
Land Company plc.

Allied Irish Bank's Landmark buUdingJronting DubLin's Custom House Docks. where
Walker Air Conditioning has secured thejlrsl major HVAC orderJor Ireland's biggest
ever property scheme.
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_ _N_EW'S
Unison Bath Panels
The integration of the Steelyne
range of baths and the
introduction of the low-height
Symphony
bath
has
necessitated the need for a
comprehensive range of front
and end panels to complement
both steelyne and acrylic
baths. The result is Unison - a
range of moulded return
panels which meet every
requirement.
The Unison range is available
in two height sizes Hi-Trim
570mm which trims to
500mm: and Lo-Tim 500 mm
which trims to 388 mm.
Both Hi-Trim and Lo-Trim are

available in 1700mm and
1500mm lengths.
The Unison end-panel is
available in sizes: Hi-Trim
750mm which trims to
700mm, and Lo-Trim 750mm
and 700mm wide.
(The Lo-Trim end panels are
exactly as eXisting Premier
end panels).
The Unison panels are
available in the full range of
Shires colours and can be
purchased through leading
Builder's Merchants nationwide.

Dublin
Housing
Shortage

Appointment

Supply of new homes in the
Dublin area is unlikely to meet
demand this year. the Irish Home
Builders' Association (IHBA)
claims.
While welcoming the survey by
DKM economic consultants, IHBA
said that the building of new
homes in Dublin will be less than
5.000 this year. This is 2,000
short of the DKM forecast that
demand for new dwellings in
Dublin will average 7,000 per
annum between 1989 and 1991.
In the first eight months of this
year 3,020 new housing starts in
Dublin were registered with the
National
House
Building
Guarantee Scheme - an increase
of 15% on the same period of
1988.
Frances Jones, Secretary of the
IHBA also pointed out that,
despite the hype about house
price increases and despite
increased building costs, the
DKM survey shows that in real
terms prices are still below 1979
levels.

Mitsubishi Electric Ireland
has appointed Ciaran Moody
as Product Manager, Switch
and Control Gear. He
previously worked with GEC,
and also has several years
experience in the consulting
engineering field
with
MacArdle
McSweeney
Associates. This appointment
signifies the company's
commitment to consolidating
its position as a leading
supplier of industrial circuit
protection equipment.

SHIRES
BATHROOMS

The worlds
finest bathrooms
Shires Ireland Limited. Broomhill Road. Tallaght. Dublin 24. Ireland. Telephone: Dublin (01) 515877. Telex: 31337. Fax: (01) 515534. _ _
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IDHE NEWS. o[Q)[}{]rn ~rn\!iYl~ • IDHE NEWS. o[Q)[}{]rn ~~~

Heatovent Sponsor
IDHE DiploIDas
At a recent reception which
was
sponsored
by
Heatovent, the IDHE
presented diplomas to 10
students who successfully
completed the first year of
a two-year IDHE Domestic
Heating Course.
These students have now
achieved
Graduate
Membership status and
were presented with their
Diplomas by guest of
honour,
the
Right
Honourable The Lord
Mayo, Alderman Senator
Sean Haughey.
The Young Fitter of the
Year Certificates were also
presented to all who
completed this course
which was inaugurated by
the IDHE earlier this year
to coincide with their twoday Conference
and
Exhibition, held in the
Riverside Centre, to mark
their 25th Anniversary.

Chad wicks
Building
Supplies are the Sponsors
of the Young Fitter of the
Year competition and
Michael
O'Brien
represented the company
at the function.
Speaking at the reception
to present these awards,
Heatovent's Managing
Director, Joseph Noone
said his company was
particularly pleased to
avail of this opportunity to
support the IDHE and to
sponsor the presentation of
the various Diplomas and
Certificates. Mr Noone
congratulated all the
students present - one of
whom was Ann Mullen of
Heatovent.•

Pictured abovejrom left to right: Frank Bodkin, IDHE Education Officer with
Joe Noone, Heatovent; the Right Honourable Lord Mayor, Senator Sean
Haughey; Victor Byrne, Chadwicks; and Vincent DUffy, IDHE President.

Pictured right is Anthony Kane
with the Lord Mayor. Senator Sean
Haughey. Anthony was the YoWlg
Fitter oJ the Year winner.

ISOBAR COOLING EQUIPMENT (IRL.) LTD.

WE HAVE MOVED
DUE TO MAJOR BUILDING RENOVATIONS ADJACENT
TO OUR OFFICES AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS,
URGENT VACATION OF SAME WAS REQUIRED.
WE ARE NOW PLEASED TO ADVISE OF OUR ADDRESS:-

WALNUT LODGE,
CARYSFORT AVENUE, (OPPERSITE CARYSFORT COLLEGE)
BLACKROCK,
CO. DUBLIN.
OUR TELEPHONE NUMBERS REMAIN UNCHANGED.

01 - 886739; 833561; FAX: 01 - 832980.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol28/iss7/1
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Dill

CONTROLS THE VENTILATION
REDUCES THE COSTS

DIRIVENT oRers the consultant
contractor a complete system
incorporating:-

I

Primary air handling units;
Dirivent distribution auctwork
and nozzles;
Controls;
Installation;
Commissioning of the
complete system;
Guarantee of space temperature
and gradients.
The FLAKT DIRIVENT system has an
internationally-proven track record with
over 10,000 systems installed in over
25 countries throughout the world. It
can solve the most complex of air
conditioning problems.
In Ireland, ABB/FLAKT have already
installed over 400,o.OOsq ft. of
DIRIVENT sy'stems, ranging in
appliaction from welding booths
through to electronic components
assemblies, printing works and general
warehousing.
Full details of ABB Enviromental Control
Division contained overleaf.

JlI.I.

,.'1'1'
ASEA BROWN BOVERI
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GPlakt

Enviromental Control Division
Whitestown Industrial Estate,
Tallagh, Dublin 24.
Tel: (01) 522622. Fax: (01) 522985.
Telex: 93681 .
13
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Environmental
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ASEA BROWN BOVERI

Tel: 522622
Telefax: 522985
Telex: 93681

SEAN SMITH

DANNY McGRORY

GRACE WALLACE

Manager

Secretary

DAVE McMENAMIN

TONYTURLEY

Projects Manager

HVAC CONTROLS AND CONTROL PANELS

tilllOOIlJ
BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol28/iss7/1
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Control Division
AIR HANDLING UNITS, COOLING TOWERS,
VAV BOXES, FAN COIL UNITS, GRILLES,
DUCT FiniNGS, ANTI-VIBRATION
MOUNTINGS, DUST EXTRACTION
SYSTEMS, VACUUM SYSTEMS, AIR COOLED
AND WATER COOLED CHILLERS, AIR
COOLED CONDENSERS, HEAT RECOVERY
SYSTEMS AND DIRIVENT SYSTEMS.

TONY DENVIR

PAULCULLEN

MAURICE LEEN

ALAN BINLEY

Projects Manager

\
J
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DIRIVENT

The Flakt DIRIVENT system offers the ideal solution to ventilation problems in large premises, due to a
high number of air changes in the occupied zone.
The ventilation air is directed by small jets of air from special nozzles to the places where it is
needed, e.g. where more air, more cooling or heating is required.
An additional important advantage of the DIRIVENT system is that it can be installed in existing
plants, to improve the pattern of air flow and the temperature distribution.

Reduces the investment costs
Owing to the small-bore ducting, the
investment cost of the DIRIVENT system is
often lower than that of conventional
systems for a given level of comfort in
large premises. DIRIVENT offers more
effective ventilation in the occupied zone,
and the total air flow can therefore be
reduced. So a similar central unit can be
installed and the investment costs can
therefore be reduced further.

Lower energy consumption - lower
operating costs
Since a lower total air flow is necessary to
provide effective ventilation and since the
temperature at the roof is reduced, the
energy consumption - and thus the
operating costs - is much lower than in
conventional systems.

Boiler operating time
with DIRIVENT in operation

,.,

.•.•

jl ••••

Direction nozzles instead of ducts are used
for distribution the treated ventilation air horizontally as well as vertically. The air
can thus be distributed over a large surface
and can be directed to the points where it
is best needed. The momentum necessary
for conveying the supply air to the required
place is supplied at all times.
This technique therefore allows large flows
of air to be directed uniformaly and without
draughts to all parts of the premises, and
this also applies to buildings of complicated
design. In addition, warm air is prevented
from collecting under the roof as it does in
conventional installations.

DIRIVENT can reduce a temperature
diHerence of 1 SaC (27°F) between
the floor and roof to 2°C (4°F).

Boiler operating time
with DIRIVENT out of operation

GFlakt

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol28/iss7/1
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Uniform temperature distribution

Shaded areas show the operating
time, with and without DIRIVENT, for
a gas-fire warm air furnace installed
in a workshop. When the DIRIVENT
system was in service, the boiler was
alight for only 24% of the time as
against 53% of the time when the
ventilation system was inoperative.

Enviromental Control Division,
Whitestown Industrial Estate,
Tallaght, Dublin 24.

Tel: 522622
Telefax: 522985
Telex: 93681
16
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BSNews reporting from Atlanta, USA

OZONE DEPLETION HFC 134a to the Rescue?
Atlanta - amid reports that the
depletion of the stratospheric ozone
layer by chlorofluorocarbons (CFC's)
is increasing, air conditioning and
refrigeration researchers recently
announced new results on the
performance of substitute refrigerant
HFC-134a which would replace
refrigerants in automative air
conditioning and refrigeratorfreezers.
An audience of 415
attendees at speciallyconvened conference including some 60 people
from 15 outside of the US
- listened to researchers
announce new results.
producers announce plans
for
making
new
refrigerants
and
manufactures announce
equipment and refrigerant
trends.

"In the past
two years,
more
information
has been
gathered on
HFC-134a
than any
other
refrigerant"

Research reports on HFC13a were extensive. "In the
past two years. more
information has been
gathered on HFC-134a
than any other refrigerant".
said David Didion. NIST
Conference Co-Chairman.
Properties of the refrigerant
were mentioned in most of
the
conference's
16
sessions.
Production
of
the
refrigerant was announced
by four chemical producers
with plans to build plants
to produce HF-13a.
Perhaps the first consumer
products that will use the
new refrigerant will be
automobile
air
conditioning. "HFC-13a is
likely to replace the CFC12 in automobile air
conditioners. But the
DuPont blend also appears
to be a candidate although
the final test results will
not be in until 1994". said
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James Baker of General
Motors. Recycling of
refrigerants will play a
major role in the transition
period from CFC-12 to the
new refrigerants. "Right
now. every state has
recycling of CFC -12 in
their legislation". he said.
Conference
speakers
emphasised the impact of
scientific assessment.
public
policy
and
manufacturing capability
on CFC replacement fluids.
"We
need
effective
interaction to respond in a
rational manner to CFC
mitigation. Conferences
like this will go a long way
in bringing together the
three communities to
address these issues." said
Michael Kurylo. Acting
Manager of NASA's upper
atmosphere
research
program.
The replacement refrigerants will help prevent
further destruction of the
ozone layer and the
opening of a hole in the
stratosphere. which allows
more ultraviolet radiation
to reach the earth. It has
been estimated that for
every one percent decrease
in the ozone layer. 40.000
new cases of skin cancer
will develop. "The size of
the hole is developing on
tract. If we can fully phase
out all of the fUlly

halogenated CFCs. the
chlorine in the atmosphere
will return to the 1970
levels." Kurylo said. "It is
important to act now. If
there is a five-year delay. it
will take 15 years to return
to a normal level." he said.
A 50% reduction in CFC
production by 1998 is
called for in the Montreal
Protocal. an international
agreement signed by the
United States and other
countries. The document is
currently being reassessed
with a final draft expected
next spring and a final
document next autumn. It
is expected that the new
document will contain an
accelerated phase-out
schedule
requiring
industry to quicken the
transition to replacement
fluids.
"This event offers the
opportunity to further the
transfer of technology by
those who make and use
CFCs. Hopefully. this
forum of technical experts
will provide the dialogue to
aid in finding a perfect
fluid. one that is safe.
energy-efficient
and
inexpensive." said Damon
Gowan.
ASHRAE
President-Elect during
opening comments.
"The efficiency of the new
flUids is important. Global
warming is a big concern.
If the replacement flUids
are less efficient. a lot of
work will have to be done
to tune-up the efficiency of
the fluid.: said Hans
Spauschus. Georgia Tech
Research Institute. CFCs
contribute 15% of the
greenhouse gases. CFC
elimination would cease
gas contributions. but may
increase energy use. and in
the case energy produced
by fossil fuels. increase the
greenhouse gases.
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OZONE DEPLETION HFC 134a to the Rescue?
- Continued

"The
replacement
refrigerants
will help
prevent
further
destruction
ojthe ozone
layer."

Even without waiting for
new fluids, the industry
has the opportunity to
reduce the consumption of
CFCs now, said Floyd
Hayes,
the
Trane
Company. "It is possible to
cut back on emissions by
implementing
control
measures for leakage,
servicing and disposal." It
is estimated 17.3 million
pounds of refrigerant
escape each year. With the
control measures. the
figure can be reduced to
6.3 million poundS, he
said.
The status of CFCs in
Europe and Japan were
given. In Europe, the
elimination of CFCs in
aerosol cans would bring
compliance with the

Montreal Protocol, said
Horst Kruse of the
University of Hannover.
Also, HCFC-22, which is
expected to replace CFC-12
in home air conditioners
with only one-twentieth of
the
ozone
depleting
potential as CFC-12, is not
seen as a part of the
solution in Europe as it is
in the United States
because the European
home air conditioner
market is not as developed
as it is here, he said.
In Japan. CFC reclaiming
and recycling is a potential
$15 billion market, said
Kinji Ushimaru of Energy
International. "Mitigation
technology is a good
business in recovery and

capture and the destruction of refrigerants". he
said.
Ozone depletion due to the
interactions of CFCs which
have migrated to the
atmosphere is accepted by
most scientists. Along with
their use as coolants in
air-conditioning
and
refrigeration systems.
CFCs are used for many
industrial and commercial
applications including uses
as foaming agents for
insulation and packagin
as cleaning agents and as
sterilants. It is estimated
that CFCs used in nonautomative
air-conditioning and refrigeration
systems have accounted
for less that 10% of ozone
destruction.
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COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL
• WARM-AIR CABINET HEATERS -SUSPENDED UNIT HEATERS.
- BOILERS & RADIATORS.
Flues * Timers * Valves * Thermostats * Destratifiers * Controls

EURO

Available from:

GAS EURO GAS L TO.
INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL HEATING EQUIPMENT
LTD. 1 Duncairn Place, Bray, Co. Wicklow. Telephone 01-868244. Fax 861729.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol28/iss7/1
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three stores. eight secretarial/clerical rooms

PROFILE

UCD School of
Engineering,
Belfield
In the first in a new series of project
rofiles, Neil Steedman introduces the
12,900 sq. m phase one of the new
building for UCD's Engineering Faculty,
for which both the mechanical and
electrical services were designed by
Varming Reilly Associates.
Design Team
Client
UCD Faculty of EngineeIing.
1.

Architects
Scott TalIon Walker

2.

Structural Engineers
Ove Arup & Partners.

3.

Quantity Surveyors
Desmond MacGreevy & Partners

4.

Mechanical and Electrical Services Engineers
Varming Mulcahy Reilly Associates
Partner in charge: Sean Mulcahy
Project mechanical engineer:
Martin Jones
Project electrical engineer: David Farren

5.

Main Contractor
John Paul Construction Ltd.

For the staff and students of the Departments of
Chemical. Electrical, Electronic and Mechanical
EngineeIing at UCD. the new academic year also means
relocating from Merrion Street to their new School of
EngineeIing at Belfield.
First designed as at 25.622 sq. m building by Scott
TalIon Walker. architects. it was subsequently divided
into two phases: the first completed phase provides
12,900 sq. m while phase two - which will extend the
building towards the Restaurant - ~ll acc.ommodate ~.e
Departments of Agricultural Engmeenng and CIvll
EngineeIing.
.
A three-storey high circulation space runs on the aXIS
from the triangular-shaped University Industry Centre
towards the square-pan restaurant and wi~l have four
wings set at right angles to it - phase one ~cludes the
first two and provides a lecture theatre, eIg~t lec~ure
rooms, four seminar rooms, 52 laboratones. eIght
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and 73 staff rooms.
The architects' brief called for a "walk-up" building so
the main entrance is at first-floor level into the top-lit
galleried concourse. This houses the Bowe Street beam
engine. which ran Jamesons Distillery in the 19th
century and which has been completely restored.
Specialised areas in the building include a clean room,
an electrically screened room and a roof top antenna
laboratory.
The School of Engineering was first discussed
approximately 15 years ago, VMRA becoming deeply
involved in 1980 when the building design was further
developed. At this stage. the building; area was 24,000 sq.
m and was to contain the mecnanical. electrical.
chemical. civil and agricultural departments.
Lack of funds meant that the project was shelved for
five years. In the 1980 it was decided to proceed with the
present building which contains mechanical. electrical
and chemical departments in a reduced sized building.
The present floor area is 12.900 sq. m, containing 80
offices. 32 mechanical laboratories, 30 electrical
laboratories, 20 chemical laboratories, seven lecture
theatres and 80 offices. The building is to house 950
students.
The overall costs of the building can be summarised as
follows:
1.

Building:

IR£10.5 million

2.

Equipment: IR£ 5.0 million

3.

Services:

IR£ 4.0 million

The bUilding is four storeys high with the main
entrance at first floor level. There is an atrium mall from
ground to third floors over the entire width of the
building.
The brief from the client required that the services
installations should be an example to the students. It
was therefore agreed that the services be exposed with
the main routes run horizontally at high level on the
ground floor and branches to upper floors rising in
vertical services ducts. Distribution on the upper floors is
at low level in benches. This resulted in a major coordination exercise between VWRA STW and all
contractors involved. The finish to all services was of
great importance to meet this requirement.
The building is provided with the following mechanical
services installations,
Because of the remote location of the campus of the
new School of Engineering to the existing boilerhouse
and H1WW distribution system, it was decided to provide
a separate boilerhouse installation consisting of two
natural gas-fired boiler 22 m high self-supporting flues.
pressurisation equipment, etc. Primary heating mains are
run from the boilerhouse to a central heating distribution
centre where all control valves, pumps, calorfiers, etc. are
located. Heating of the building is by a combination of
radiators, ventilation and air conditioning systems, This
heating distribution centre is located in the main
mechanical department teaching workshop and is visible
to students and teachers. The building is provided with
extremely well insulated walls. roof, etc. All windows are
double glazed.
The roof of the atrium over the full width of the building
is constructed of plain glass double glazed. To prevent
down draughts and counteract excessive heat loss in
winter, it was necessary to install high level radiators
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on the side walls of the building. Chemical exhausts are
extracted through high velocity vertical discharges
nozzles above rooflevel to atmosphere.
Domestic cold water is fed to all fixtures throughout the
bUil~Hng from roof top storage tanks. Calorifiers are
prOVIded at ground level for hot water services.
Protective services are provided in the form of external
hydrants. internal dry risers. hose reels and portable fire
extingUishers. A separate emergency drench shower-eye
which have been built into the construction and bath protective water system is provided throughout the
chemical laboratories. clean room chemical stores. etc.
concealed in agreement with the architects.
A complete automatically-operated smoke evacuation
There are a number of ventilating systems installed to
serve lecture theatres. workshops. laboratories. test cells. system is provided to the central atrium consisting of roof
atrium and demonstration area. Fume cupboards have ventilators and air intake louvres linked to the smoke fire
been provided with individual extract systems and detection system. This system is also used for natural
complete replacement air systems. Perchloric acid fume ventilation of the atrium.
Drainage from laboratory benches is carried out in
cupboard exhaust systems have been provided with
wash-down systems for the ductwork fans and Vulcathene pipework. with each bench prOVided with
dilution recovery pots.
cupboards.
.
.
Gas systems. compressed air systems and oil systems
Lecture theatres are provided with full fresh alr plant. It
is possible to operate lecture theatres individually by are provided to all workshops and laboratories. Gas lines
static pressure control, motorised dampers and mlet in vertical services ducts have been installed in separate
guide vanes. There are a maximum of three lecture fire-rated compartments vented to atmosphere to prevent
theatres served from a single air handling unit. Exhaust gas build-up in pockets. Suitable gas detection systems
air from the lecture theatres is dumped into the atrium. nave also been provided.
Cooling water systems are prOVided to chemical
suitable fire dampers etc. being provided to ensure fire
workshops. mechanical workshops, etc by means of
compartmentation is maintained.
Air conditioning systems are provided for comp':!ter cooling towers. air cooled chillers. distribution pipework.
rooms. power pack rooms. specialist laboratOries. etc. together with suitable water treatment.
Due to the nature of the building and to maintain its
electrically screened rooms and the clean room.
A full clean room facility for semi-conductor research fleXibility, it was decided to install a building
and development has been provided as part of the management system consisting of panels, out-stations.
services installations. The installation consisted of the etc. linked to the existing control centre in the
full construction. including all wall. floor and ceil!ng Administration Building. This installation was essential
finishes. Equipment installed in the clean room CO~SIStS from phasing the operation of the systems in the various
of laminar flow benches. chemical work statIOns. departments to ensure energy conservation and also to
furnaces and air showers. The clean room is designed to suit the demand requirements of the building.
It was also necessary to transfer a major number of
Class 1000 and Class 10.000 fIltration levels. The entire
clean room is fully air conditioned from a centra~ ~ir mechanical plant items from the existing Engineering
handling system to provide heating. cooling.and hUffil~hty Building in Merrion Street to the new School of
control. Terminal filters have been prOVIded for fmal Engineering. These consisted of boilers, condensers. test
engines. hydraulic eqUipment. distillation columns.
filtration.
To avoid possible contamination of fresh air supplies. scrubbers, etc. This work could only be carried out in
all air intakes to the plants are provided through louvres accordance with the client's programme and is presently
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Services News in appropriate locations around the
loudspeakers
building.
Several intercom systems are prOVided in particular
laboratories to assist their operation.
Battery clocks are provided in most non-staff rooms.
In dedicated lecture theatres and similar rooms there
are a number of interlinked outlet boxes and conduits to
prOVide "remote control:, "video signals" and "sound
signals" wiring and outlet systems.
To provide for the intended extensive use of computer
on-going, with transfer to be complete for the 1990
eqUipment in the building, two local area networks (LAN)
academic year.
The School of Engineering is supplied at high tension are installed.
An automatic fire detection/alarm system is provided
(lOVj from the existing underground H.T network. A
1OkV. 380V, 1,500 kVA transformer in the basement throughout the building consisting of a main monitoring
offloads to the main low tension switchboard located panel in the porter's office, repeater indication panels on
adjacent to it. ThiS main L.T. switchboard in turn serves each floor, automatic smoke and heat detectors,
two sub-main L.T. switchboards located on the ground manually breakglass units and alarm sounders and
floor. Power is distributed throughout the building from strobe lights (for noisy areas).
these two sub-main switchboards, via sub-main cables
on cable tray and rising bus-bar systems. to local
distribution boards and room boards on the various
floors.
The lighting installations in the building are generally
fluorescent type (surface. recessed or suspended
mounted and corrosion resistant, low glare or high
output as required). In some area of the building
(generally high spaces) high intensity discharge type
IUminaires are used. Emergency lighting is provided by
self contained non-maintained battery and inverted
packs in normal luminaires and by self-contained
sustain exit luminaires. The areas which contain
specialist lighting are le.cture theatres (dimmablel.
azardous area (exploslOn-proof) and electronics
manufacture (clean room type). In all areas, lighting is
swi~ched locally for convenience and to facilitate energy
savmg.
A system of 13 amp socket outlets and fused outlets
are installed throughout the building for general services
and small power.
A system of wiring in conduits has been provided to the
telephone installation.
A public address system is provided in circulation areas
and consists of a central unit in the porter's office and
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PROFILE
Linked to the fire detection system are several subsystems, namely a fire door release system (automatically
closing fire doors in corridors on detection of a fire), a
smoke damper system (in lecture theatres to prevent
smoke being dumped into the mall by the theatre
ventilation systems), a smoke venting system (to
automatically open the smoke vents on detection of
smoke in the mall) and will automatically release the
locks on end of wings' laboratory doors on the escape
routes. The fire alarm detection system has been linked
to the HVAC systems for fireman's control of the plants.
Halon sytems are provided in the main computer suite
equipment room and in the pilot plant room.
A number of gas detection systems are provided to
monitor gas levels in particular areas of the building.
Each system consists of a monitoring panel, gas
detectors (high or low level) adjusted for particular gases
and alarm sounders. The gas detection systems will
automatically shut down special power supplies and
piped gas supplies into the room where the leak is
detected.
A main control panel is provided in the porter's office to
monitor the entire system.
An intruder alarm system is installed throughout the
building consisting of a central monitoring panel, door
contacts, passive infra-red movement detectors and
alarm sounders.
An hydraulic goods lift, key operated, is provided in the
mall area serving all floors.
A number of rooms in the building have been
designated as hazardous areas. In these areas only
electrical equipment conforming to Zone I standards is
installed. As required, additional and separate earthing
systems are used extensively in these areas.

WILO PUMPING PERFECTION

From the foremost range of pumps for building services

IPn-Series
Inhne mdustnal clrculatmg pumps
Flow rates up to 77 lIs· Heads up to 750 kPa
Max. flow temperatures: l40 e C

Wilo Engineering Limited

Iw."ol

Raheen Industrial Estate
Limerick
TeI. (061) 27566 . Telex 28202
Telefax (061) 29017

The perfect pump
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IC BANK
COOLING

The concept of producing
cooling during the night
period and storing it for
use during the day it is not
so common. Yet its
potential
has
been
recognised for many years.
One of the major benefits
of the system is that the
cooling storage medium water undergoes a
change of state when
converted into ice with an
enormous increase in the
cooling capacity of that
amount of water.

COOLING ~-----?l
TOWER

CONDENSER
WATER
PUMP

CHILLED WATER
STORAGE

PRIMARY
CHILLED
WATER PUMP

SECONDARY
CHILLED WATER
PUMP

COOLING COILS

Chilled Water Storage System

The notion of using ice for
cooling is not new, indeed.
until recently it was the
only way of prOViding
controlled cooling. Even in
Roman times ice was
collected in winter and
stored in underground
caves for use during the
summer. In the 19th and
early 20th century the
collection of ice dUring the
Winter from frozen lakes for
storage in ice houses. and
subsequent distribution
and sale during the
summer months. was a
normal feature of life,
particularly in America.
USing artificially-grown ice
is of course relatively new
although such a system
was used in Italy for
cooling a theatre in the
1930s. It was. however,
clumsy and inefficient and
the idea did not catch on.

COOLING
LOAD

/

~

of night storage heating
whereby ceramic blocks heated
electrically during the night can store
heat to be released during the day, with
advantages to both the customer and
the supply authority, is not new. The
advantage to the customer is low night
rate charges for electricity. The
advantage to the supply authority are
that it helps fill the night time valley in
production; offers an opportunity of
selling electricity at a lower price,
thereby making it more competitive;
and reduces day time demand on the
system, writes Keane Harley. *
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Basic Ice Storage System
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Improvements in systems,
and
the
mtroduction of higher peak
and lower night electricity
tariffs have resulted in a
fresh interest in ice bank
cooling.
~echnology

;
COMPAE SSOA

Chilled water cooling
systems are of course
satisfact0l)' but to generate
the coolmg during the
night the storage volume is
very large (see Figure 1).
The temperature control is
also
quite
difficult

requiring the isolation of
the cold water from the
water returning from the
load source.
Ice storage on the other
hand - because of the
change of state of the water
and the phenomenon know
as the latent heat of fusion
of ice - in fact means that
1 kilo of ice can provide up
to ten times as much
cooling as a kilo of water.
even. when the water is
almost at a freezing
temperature. While in
theory this would mean
that only one tenth of the
size of chilled storage water
would be required for ice.
in practice the evaporator
coils etc in the ice builder
contribute towards the
volume and the size of the
ice storage system is about
one quarter of the size of
the chilled water system.
saving abou t one third of
the cost.
The ice storage system
consists of a refrigeration
system
where
the
evaporator is installed in a
large water tank called the
ice-builder. The evaporator
consists of a large number
of tubes (approx 1"
diameter)
and
is
submerged in water in the
ice-builder.
Water agitation is provided
usually by pumping air
through the water in the
tank. This agitation is
necessary to ensure
uniform build-up of ice
and melt down from the
pipes of the evaporator.
The tank of the ice builder
is thermally insulated. The
warmed return water of
the system flows straight
into the ice builder and is
cooled by the melting ice so
that sophisticated mixing
eqUipment is not reqUired.
During the period when
cooling is required. a water
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very flexible
even in cold weather.
pump
circulates
theEngineering,
water cooling
Building
Services
Vol. 28is[1989],
Iss. 7, Art.and
1
options
are
Adequate amounts of
in the ice builder through various
heat are available from
the cooling load and available:
lighting. processing
returns it to the ice-builder
eqUipment and human
as shown in the schematic • Full storage whereby the
total daily cooling
occupation, and the
diagram (see Figure 2 ).
requirement is provided
major environmental
by the ice generated at
load will be cooling;
The tanks, coils etc are all
night. This system
galvanised
and
are
obViously offers the • A new commercial
nowadays custom made in
cheapest
operating
application for ice bank
packaged units. Concern
system but, because of
cooling
is
the
was originally expressed at
the size of refrigeration
development of wet-air
the danger of increased
and storage plant
cooling for vegetable,
corrosion,
using
air
reqUired. it is the most
flower and fruit storage.
agitation in the ice-builder
expensive in terms of
. due to excess oxygen, but
capital cost. Because of
The efficient pre-cooling
this is negligible at these
this it may be difficult to
and cold storage of such
low temperatures.
produce in conditions of
justifY the cost of a full
storage system;
high humidity preserve
In practice it is important
the natural freshness
that ice build-up of the
and appearance without
evaporator coils be limited • The second possibility is
the partial storage
dehydration and weight
to about 35 and this is
system
which
is
loss.
achieved by using sensors.
primarily intended as a
These have the additional
peak lopping system
The most efficient way of
advantages of limiting
where the refrigeration
prOViding
these
cycling of the plant. In
conditions is by using
many deSigns at least 20%
plant operates 24 hours
a day. The system stores
ice-bank cooling. A large
of the ice must be melted
number
of
such
before "switch-on of the
when there is no cooling
installations have been
load and operates
plant again.
directly, supplemented
- and are being installed in storage
by the stored cooling as
Ice bank cooling is used in
warehouses on the
both
industrial
and
reqUired when cooling is
commercial
practice,
demanded. This partial
continent.
indeed for any application
system has the smallest
refrigeration plant and
requiring high cooling
loads and water at low
small storage and The requirements are:
Precool
obViously has
the (1)
temperatures. In the
Vegetables, sensitive to low
commercial field it is
smallest cost;
temperature spoiling, eg,
normally used as part of
the environmental control • With the expansion and tomatoes. cucumbers:
16"C;
other
and as such the cooling is
development of com- 13"Cputer data processing vegetables: 4"C - 6"C;
only reqUired for about 10
Relative Humidity
eqUipment in offices (2)
hours per day.
with its attendant heat - approximately 98% R.H.
As the cooling system in a
dissipation reqUirement,
commercial
building
the necessity for cooling
normally accounts for 40%
in offices - even in the
to 60% of the connected
colder countries - will
load in an office, the
reqUire
a
greater
advantage of shifting this
emphasis on cooling
load to off-peak hours is
than heretofore.
obviOUS, making saVings
available in running costs,
Indeed,
even
in
-Keane Harley is
demand costs and capital
countries like Ireland,
Commercial Energy
investment in network
indications are that part
from pre-heating office
charges.
Manager. Marketing
buildings, no further
Department, ESB.
In
practice
in
the
heating is reqUired
commercial field, ice bank
during the day time
n

"The notion
of using ice
for cooling is
not new,
indeed, until
recently it
was the only

way of
providing
controlled
cooling."

Wet Air Cooling System

Wet Air Cooler
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Compressor

Ice-water tank
Schematic View of Wet Air Cooling System
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A.C.S.C.

Specialists in Heating, Ventilation,
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning.

INTRODUCING ENERGY TECHNIQUE
AIR HANDLING UNITS

Introduction
sections Available:
1. Low-loss weatherlouvre.
2. Inlet damper.
3. 2-way mixing box.
4. 3-way mixing box.
5. Panel filter section.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Bag filter section.
Autoroll filter section.
Absolute filter section.
Frost coil section.
Heating coil section.

11
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

A.C.S.C.

Cooling coil section.
Access section.
Gas fired heating section.
Humidifier section.
Runaround section.
Plate recuperator section.
Plenum section.
Attenuated section.
Fan sections. F.C. & B.C.
Multizone section.
Eliminator section.
Recirc. Fan Section.

More than just an air handling unit, the 'AP' range from
Energy Technique was spawned from the consistent
demand from contractors and consultants for a more
substantial product than was readily available.

Options include: Single or double skinned units, (double
skinned is standard), plantroom or weatherproof units,
horizontal or vertical mounting hot water, steam, gas or
electric heating, OX or chilled water cooling, 3-way mixing.
runaround coil or plate recuperator heat recovery, bag.
absolute and carbon filtration plus the unique Humidisonic
and Electrosonic humidifiers which consume less than
10% of the energy required by conventional steam or
electrode boiler humidifiers.

Specialists in Heating, Ventilation,
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning.

126 Church Street, Dublin 7.
Telephone 01-724500/724071. Fax 01-724823.
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To begin with I must
apologise ... unfortunately,
through no fault of our own,
we have been without
telephones for a number of
weeks.
Indeed, we were made
homeless virtually overnight
due to major building
renovations adjacent to our
former offices which had to be
carried out immediately
because of the danger posed
by an unsafe structure.
Thankfully, all is now back to
normal and we are settled in
to our new home. The address
is:
Walnut Lodge,
Carysfort Avenue,
Blackrock,
Co. Dublin.

Our telephone numbers 01-831596/833179; and fax
01-832980
remain
unchanged.
As a result of the disruption
this issue of Building
Services News is behind
schedule but I ask that you
bear with us while we get
back on stream over the
coming months.

o

o

Thank
you
understanding.

for

your

Since I'm in an apologetic
mood, perhaps I should also
get a number of other matters
off my chest.
The first concerns Pat Byrne
of Walker Air Conditioning.
Pat's photograph appeared in
our last issue without a
caption. As most of you are
probably already aware, it
should have announced Pat's
appointment
as
Sales
Manager of Walker's Dublin
office.
Also, in the PJ Doyle
appreciation, the initials
which customary accompany
such a personalised tribute
were inadvertantly left off.
Again as most people are
aware, it was written by
Oliver Reddy.
My apologies to you both.
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Walkers celebrating 25 years ... Congratulations on achievements to date and
best wishes for an equally prosperous coming 25 years.

News from Limerick - and
Wilo
Engineering
in
particular - is that the more
concerted
sales
and
marketing strategy adopted in
recent months is beginning to
yield results. Personnel
changes, product innovations,
etc are all in the pipline.
BSNews will have a full report
in the November issue.

Still in Limerick,
my
congratulations to Don
O'Malley of Don O'Malley &
Partners who turned in a fine
performance in the Apex Fire
Protection golf outing in the
city last month.
Don plays off 7 and scored an
excellent
41
points.
Nonetheless, this only earned
him second place. He was
pipped for the major prize by
Tony Colville, a senior fire
officer, who plays off 8. He
scored 42 points stableford.

And what of poor Paul AlIen
of Grundfos. We pictured Paul
last month and as he was
about to jet off to Bermuda
for the Grundfos World Forum
for Sales Achievements.
On arrival Paul found himself
with little more that his
"Bermudas" to wear, all his
luggage - bar his camera haVing been lost en route.
Nonetheless, he threw himself
into the spirit of Bermuda,
snapping no less than four
36-shot rolls of film. But
would you believe it ... yes,
fate struck again and not one

came out.
Still, to judge by the tales he
has recounted since his
return, I'd gladly suffer the
same fate to experience the
trip he did.
Sorry Paul, it's difficult to feel
sympathetic.

On a more serious note, I
came across a
clever
marketing stroke by J J
Sampson during the month,
or more precisely an associate
did.
On coming over the toll bridge
near Dublin's Point Depot, he
was presented - as were the
drivers of all the vehicles
going that route - with a J J
Sampson
brochure
on
Danfoss.
It is aimed specifically at the
consumer and contains a
clear-cut message detailin
the saVings and improved
comfort afforded by Danfoss
radiator thermostats.
Given the cold turn in the
weather on the day in
question, it was an opportune
publicity effort.

You will also have noticed the
beginning of a new series of
BSNews Building Services
Profiles (page 00).
Next mon th we will be
covering the newly-opened
Conrad Hilton.
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NEW PACKAGED CHILLERS
Better by Optimised Design
Dunham-Bush AC
air cooled water
chillers: six models
80kW to 260kW

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Optlmlsed design ensures ideal matching of components
for optimum performance.
All component designs are long term tested for
proven reliability.
Compact design of water cooled models allows
easy access to plantroom.
Comprehensive ranges with options and "specials" to
match all air conditioning and process requirements.
Top quality control panels to IP55 and I.E.E. Wiring
Regulations (15th edition) and all other International
specifications where reqUired.
Superb, long-life finish includes powder coating
for most models.
Full support nationwide from Dunham-Bush's sales
office. and Accredited installer network.
/

/

V

/
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Products That Perform... By People Who Care
APV tbllrNnd Umhd
151 ThomasStr~t

'\'APV
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The world's leading manufacturer

of domestic circulators is also a leader in pump
technology.
Ongoing research and development
bring together both innovative design and
sophisticated production techniques that keep
Grundfos out front in reliability; energy
efficiency and assured quality.
Por example) our Multi-Speed pumps
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GRU

now incorporate built-in motor protection and
provide even greater fleXibility in performance
for more effective energy saving.
Our Light Oommercial and "Bronze"
range too) now provides closer system m{J.tehing
with a wider choice of models.
Today and right into the future)
you can count on Grundfos to stay one step ahead

mp;;.;os®~
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